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Abstract. Current research approaches have not adequately considered the potential
uncertainties of diﬀerent modes. This paper develops an inference diagram (ID) approach
to model travel mode choice with the consideration of travel time/cost uncertainty. The
proposed ID model captures probabilistic relations between a trip’s uncertain attributes
and certain attributes. Given a trip’s certain attributes, the uncertain attributes (e.g.,
travel time) can be inferred based on the Bayesian theorem; and the expected utility (EU)
theorem is utilized for choice decision making. Simulation-based optimization (SBO) is
applied to estimating the parameters of the ID model. There are two major contributions
in this paper: 1) the ID model considers uncertain attributes inference in the decisionmaking process of travel mode choice; 2) the ID model is capable of considering travelers’
heterogeneous tastes of risk. A real-world travel survey data conducted in the Washington
D.C. area is used for a case study. We construct ID models with diﬀerent tastes of
risk; a traditional Logit model is ﬁtted for comparison. The results indicate the ID
model is superior in classiﬁcation accuracy compared with MNL models. With travelers’
heterogeneous tastes of risk, the ID model is capable of providing interesting ﬁndings in
travel behavior research.
Keywords: Travel mode choice, Bayesian statistics, Travel uncertainty, Taste of risk

1. Introduction. Travel mode choice is an essential topic in travel demand and urban mobility analysis. Accurate classiﬁcation of travelers’ mode choice is meaningful for
various applications, such as travel demand forecast, congestion mitigation, and transportation system management. There have been a variety of approaches proposed in this
research ﬁeld [1-4]. These models, which can be classiﬁed into parametric models (i.e.,
random utility (RM) models) and non-parametric models (i.e., machine learning models),
discussed in detail about the mathematic formulation and parameter estimation.
For decades, the multinomial Logit (MNL) model and its family have been widely applied to travel mode choice problems. MNL was ﬁrst developed by McFadden, which
assumes travelers tend to take the mode with the maximal RU [6]. RU is usually formulated as a linear sum of general costs associated with trip attributes (e.g., travel time
and fare) and social-demographical variables (e.g., income level, gender). On one hand,
the estimation of model parameters can be helpful to understand the relative importance
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of diﬀerent travel and social-demographical attributes in decision-making. On the other
side, it considers the hidden causal factors that are not included in the utility function
as one mode-speciﬁc constant. MNL also assumes the modes are not correlated with
each other, which is referred to as the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). By
adding an unobserved component of utility correlated among modes, nested Logit (NL)
model was developed to overcome the IIA issue [7,8]. The model structure of MNL family
becomes more and more complex to represent the statistical relation between modes and
attributes of modes or even attributes of a traveler. The big MNL family (also referred as
RU models) includes cross-nested Logit model [9], generalized extreme value model [1],
Bayesian NL model [10], continuous cross-nested Logit models [11], mixed Logit model
[12], latent class model [3,13], etc.
Another approach of travel mode choice modeling is machine-learning. Unlike the
MNL family with a decision-making theorem (i.e., RU maximization), machine-learning
approaches attempt to build variables connections via some algorithms. The focus on
data itself and the ﬂexibility in model structure make it possible to oﬀer diﬀerent insights compared with the MNL family [14]. There are several machine-learning models
frequently seen in the ﬁeld of choice modeling, e.g., decision tree model [2,14,15], neural
network model [5,16], support vector machine [17], Bayesian network model [4]. These
models can handle large-size databases, saving much time in estimation and ﬁnding more
complex relations compared with discrete choice models. Yet in the ﬁeld of traﬃc behavior, machine-learning methods can hardly capture the key factors that travel behavior
scientists usually concern, e.g., value of time (VOT). Another recognized issue is that
machine-learning models are sensitive to training data, leading to biased estimations in
the sense of insuﬃcient or biased samples.
It is undeniable that the aforementioned models have made great progress in travel
choice modeling. These approaches commonly assumed that travelers make decisions
with a certain knowledge on trip attributes. In other words, the probability of choosing
a particular mode is “some function of the attributes of the modes and a set of sociodemographic variables” [18]. The validity of this assumption can be denied because, in
reality, the exact attributes of a mode can only be obtained after experiencing. Namely, a
traveler can hardly know the exact travel time and fare of driving mode before he/she has
already decided to drive and ﬁnished the trip. There have been a number of uncertaintybased travel choice studies in the literature. Jou and Kitamura used decision rules to
frame possible gain and loss in terms of the earliest acceptable arrival time and oﬃcial
work start time [19]. Polak et al. considered travel time variability on mode/departure
time choice by using the expected value [20]. De Palma et al. summarized both expected
utility (EU) models and RU models under uncertainty and claimed the importance of
linking risk and uncertainty with travel choice modeling [21]. Currently, most of these
studies have considered departure time choice and route choice [18,32,33]; while such
considerations were not frequently seen in mode choice. The lack of uncertainty-based
mode choice study is due to the lack of multi-modal mobility data. Namely, traditional
household surveys record detailed multi-modal trip dairies but do not contain reliabilityrelated information.
This paper aims to enhance the modeling of uncertainty-based travel choice by developing an inference diagram (ID) based mode choice model. An ID belongs to the interdisciplinary family of causal models and graphical models. It has been applied in diﬀerent
research ﬁelds, such as environmental policy decision making [22], and business decision
[23]. The proposed ID constructs dependency relations between uncertain attributes (e.g.,
travel time and cost) and certain attributes (e.g., trip distance and social-demographical
variables) via the Bayesian theorem [24]. In the ID model, travelers evaluate diﬀerent
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modes by inferring the corresponding uncertain attributes based on conditional probability and make choices under the EU theorem [25]. Both EU and the aforementioned
RU theorems reﬂect decision-making mechanism in psychology. Unlike RU models which
utilize an error term to model the uncertainty of choosing a mode, the ID model treats uncertain attributes as random variables. The proposed ID model also keeps the capability
to derive key travel demand factors (e.g., VOT), and it can model travelers’ heterogeneous
tastes of risk. Taking the empirical probability distributions of multi-modal travel times,
the ID model can work with traditional household travel surveys for behavior analysis.
To test the ID decision-making mechanism, we ﬁt the model with the 2007/2008 Transportation Planning Board – Baltimore Metropolitan Council Household Travel Survey
(TPB-BMC HHTS) data. The coeﬃcients of the ID model are estimated via simulationbased optimization (SBO). Comparisons with the MNL family are presented to provide
insightful ﬁndings of ID models in travel choice classiﬁcation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a detailed
introduction of the ID model, in terms of travelers’ decision-making mechanism, model
formulation, and coeﬃcients estimation. Section 3 provides the 2007/2008 TPB-BMC
HHTS data and the underlying ID mode choice models with diﬀerent tastes of risk.
Section 4 shows the results of the ID models, as well as the comparisons against an MNL
model (as a benchmark). Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses future
research issues.
2. Decision Making under Inference Diagram. Bayesian decision-making theory
allows researchers to characterize the probabilistic relation between a decision and its
related prospection (with both known and unknown information). A travel decision can
be modeled via Bayesian models because the experience of a trip can be formulated as
a combination of observed and unobserved attributes. In transportation engineering, a
number of research eﬀorts have been conducted towards the development of Bayesian
travel decision mechanism [4,14,32]. These studies analyzed the inﬂuences of unobserved
variables on travelers’ decisions, but the magnitude of travel time reliability has not been
considered. Empirical evidence has shown the importance of reliability on travelers’ daily
choices [32]. A traveler’s decision-making mechanism under uncertainty can be built based
on the ID model, which follows a general way of how people make decisions.
2.1. Introduction of inference diagram. An ID can be deﬁned as N = ({X}, {E},
{P }, U ). {X} represents the set of nodes (i.e., variables). There are four types of nodes in
an ID: decision nodes, uncertain nodes, deterministic nodes, and utility nodes. Decision
nodes refer to the decision to make, which are categorical variables. Deterministic nodes
represent the quantiﬁed attributes that decision-makers have already known before making
choices; on the contrary, uncertain nodes represent the attributes that are not known until
a decision has been made. Utility nodes represent the value of utility. {E} represents the
set of edges. There are three types of edges corresponding to the to-node of the edge: 1)
if the to-node is a decision node, the edge is called information edge, indicating that the
information can be obtained before making decisions; 2) the edge is a conditional edge
once the to-node is an uncertain or a deterministic node, and this means the attribute
of the from-node depends on the to-node; 3) if the to-node is a utility node, the edge
is a functional edge, indicating the from-node is a component of the utility function.
{P } denotes the set of conditional probability distributions/tables corresponding to each
conditional edge. U denotes the utility function.
Figure 1 is an illustrative example of how an ID models the decision-making process of
whether to drive or to take the subway. There are four nodes: XT denotes the roadway
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Figure 1. An illustration: Subway taking decision under ID
traﬃc conditions (congested or not), which is an uncertain node; XF denotes the forecast
of traﬃc congestion (congested or not), which is a deterministic node because we assume
the person knows the traﬃc forecast before he/she leaves home; XD is a decision node
that denotes a person’s decision (driving or not); and XU is a utility node, representing
the satisfaction (utility) of this person after leaving home. The four edges E1 , E2 , E3 ,
and E4 basically explain the decision-making process. The transportation monitoring
center will predict near-future traﬃc conditions based on historical and real-time traﬃc
data (edge E1 ). The person will decide whether or not to take the subway based on the
forecast (edge E2 ). Once the decision has been made, he/she will leave home and his/her
satisfaction (utility) is determined both by the congestion level and by his/her decision
(edges E3 and E4 ).
2.2. Expected utility theorem and decision-making in an inference diagram.
In an ID model, the quantiﬁed satisfaction is represented by the utility, which has been
used in aforementioned choice models. For simplicity, we assume a linear utility structure
for node XU in our subway choice example in Figure 1.
U = α1 · XD + α2 · XT

(1)

where α1 and α2 are coeﬃcients of the decision and congestion state, respectively.
This is a normal utility function under which the decision-maker is assumed to be riskneutral. Nonlinear transformations of the uncertain attributes can be used to account for
diﬀerent tastes of risk:
U = α1 · XD + α2 · g(XR , φ)
(2)
where g(·) is a nonlinear function. In this study, we set g(·) as a power function X φ ,
where X is the attribute of the uncertain node (e.g., roadway traﬃc condition) and φ
is the power. If φ is greater than 1, g(·) is concave and the expected attribute of an
uncertain prospect will be greater than the objective expected attribute, implying a riskaverse behavior; on the contrary, a φ smaller than 1 indicates a risk-seeking behavior;
while φ equal to 1 means a risk-neutral behavior.
One strong assumption in this behavior modeling process is that the person’s satisfaction can be quantiﬁed once he/she knows the congestion level and the choice. In other
words, the utility can be determined right after XD and XT are observed. Under this
framework, we use EU theorem to model the decision-making process. In decision theory,
the EU theorem describes how people make choices under risky (probabilistic) outcomes
of diﬀerent alternatives [25]. Decision-makers will choose the alternative which can maximize the expected value of the utility function with respect to all possible outcomes.
The EU theorem assumes decision-makers have a subjective probability measure of the
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uncertain traﬃc condition node XT . The EU under decision XD = i can be expressed as
∑
E (U |XD = i) =
U (XT = jT , XD = i) · Pr (XT = jT |XD = i, XF = jF )
(3)
j

where Pr(XT = jT |XD = i, XF = jF ) is the probability of the roadway traﬃc condition
jT given the decision i and congestion forecast jF . In our example, XD , jF and jT can
only be “yes” or “no” (i.e., binary variable), and since the roadway traﬃc condition is
independent of the decision, we have
Pr(XT = jT |XD = i, XF = jF ) = Pr(XT = jT |XF = jF )
In a more general case, the EU under decision XD = i is
∑ (
) (
)
E (U |XD = i) =
Pr X R = J|XD = i U X R = J, XD = i
J

}
{
X R = X1R , . . . , XkR

(4)

(5a)
(5b)

J = {j1 , . . . , jk }
(5c)
where X R is a set of nodes that contribute to the utility function, and J is the vector of
the outcomes of these variables. The key diﬀerence between EU maximization and RU
maximization is that the former one utilizes probability to represent the uncertainty of
utility, while the latter one has a random error term in the utility function.
Once the utility function
the calculation of EU requests the condition{ is determined,
}
al probability of the set X1R , . . . , XkR under XD . Given the value of the deterministic
nodes and conditional edges, the conditional probability table can be estimated via probabilistic inference [26], which releases the IIA assumption. More details about probabilistic
inference for the mode choice model are presented in Section 3.2. The structure of the
conditional edges, as well as the ID graph, can be predetermined by behavior and information dependency assumptions with respect to the research issue. Thus, the left task
is to estimate the coeﬃcients of the utility functions and tune the optimal coeﬃcients
to maximize the classiﬁcation accuracy. In this study, we apply SBO to estimating the
optimal coeﬃcients. The construction of an ID model can be formed using the following
steps.
1) Determine decision nodes, deterministic nodes, and uncertain nodes in a database.
2) Deﬁne the dependent relationship between the uncertain nodes and other nodes, and
draw the conditional edges between these nodes.
3) Derive the conditional probability distribution of the uncertain nodes from the training database via probabilistic inference. This conditional probability distribution is
regarded as the decision-makers’ subjective distribution of the uncertain variables.
4) Determine the nodes in the utility function, and then build the functional edges. Formulate the utility functions under diﬀerent decision scenarios with related nodes. In
this study, we formulate the mode choice utility functions based on previous mode
choice RU models [7], which assumes the utility is a linear combination of travel time,
travel cost, and other variables.
5) Use SBO to estimate the optimal coeﬃcients of the utility function that maximize the
classiﬁcation accuracy with respect to the training dataset.
2.3. Estimating inference diagram utility coeﬃcients via simulation-based optimization. SBO is a statistic based optimization method, which deals with optimization
problems without an analytical solution [27-30]. “Simulation-based” means the value of
the objective function (Y ) can only be obtained from a simulation (or a black box) output.
In the ID model, the relation between the classiﬁcation accuracy and the coeﬃcients of the
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utility function is not derivable directly through mathematical formulations. Therefore,
we use SBO such that the coeﬃcients of the utility function are the decision variables
(A) and the classiﬁcation accuracy is the objective value (Y ). Given A, the choice for
each traveler can be estimated based on the ID model (i.e., our “simulation platform”).
The objective is to ﬁnd the optimal coeﬃcients of the utility function to maximize the
classiﬁcation accuracy among the training dataset (the number of correct classiﬁcations
divided by the training sample size).
As illustrated by the ﬂowchart in Figure 2, we utilized the surrogate-based optimization method [27-30] to solve this ID utility coeﬃcient estimation problem. Firstly, N
initial coeﬃcient vectors (A1 , A2 , . . . , AN ) are generated via the Latin hypercube sampling method. Then, the classiﬁcation accuracy of each initial coeﬃcient vector will be
evaluated in the ID model. That is, for each traveler in the database, we calculate the EU
under each travel mode alternative and assume the individual chooses the travel mode
that can maximize his/her EU. The classiﬁcation accuracy is obtained by comparing the
mode choice outputs from the ID model and the actual choices in the survey database.
After estimating N initial vectors, the relation between A and Y is ﬁtted via the radial
basis function method and ordinary Kriging method. The leave-one-out cross-validation
is conducted to measure the goodness-of-ﬁt. Based on the ﬁtted response surface of A and
Y , a new inﬁll coeﬃcient vector with a high probability to lead to a higher objective value
is generated and selected. The new inﬁll coeﬃcient vector is evaluated via ID and all the
initial and inﬁll vectors are used to ﬁt a new surrogate model. The inﬁll process would not
stop until the total number of inﬁll vectors reaches M . Finally, we select the vector with
the highest classiﬁcation accuracy among the N + M samples to be the optimal solution.
Readers can refer to [27-30] for a detailed introduction of surrogate-based optimization.

Figure 2. Flowchart of SBO for coeﬃcients estimation
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3. Modeling Travel Mode Choice via Inference Diagram. This section presents
the modeling of travel mode choice via ID. The survey dataset and the variable selection
are introduced. This section also discusses the ID model’s structure, formulation of utility
functions, and the setup of SBO.
3.1. 2007/2008 travel survey dataset. The 2007/2008 TPB-BMC HHTS dataset is
used for mode choice modeling in this study, which includes about 14,000 households
in the Washington and Baltimore regions. Randomly selected households were asked to
complete a travel diary that documented the activities of all household members on an
assigned day. Various information was recorded including trip, person, household, and
vehicle information. The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG)
travel forecasting model is used to generate travel time and cost information for diﬀerent
travel modes. Travel time of transit, driving, and carpool is provided by travel time skim
matrices from the MWCOG model. Travel time of walk/bike is estimated using reported
trip distance divided by speed. The speed is exogenously deﬁned as 4.87 miles per hour.
For travel cost, the zone-to-zone transit fare ﬁles are used for transit. In the MWCOG
model, travel cost for driving includes two parts: parking cost and auto operating cost.
Parking cost is provided by zone level parking cost ﬁle while auto operating cost is assumed
as 10 cents per mile. Travel cost of carpool is assumed to be half of driving cost.
In this study, four travel modes are considered: transit, driving, carpool and walk/bike.
Explanatory variables used in mode choice modeling include income, number of vehicles,
Table 1. Nodes (variables) considered in the ID mode choice model
Node
Decision Node
Travel mode (Mode)

Value

Discrete variable:
0 for car driver
1 for car passenger
2 for transit
3 for bike/walk
Deterministic Nodes for Social-Demographical Attributes
Income (Income)
Continuous variable
Annual salary in thousand dollars
Household Vehicle Num. (NHV)
Discrete variable
Household Bike Num. (NHB)
Discrete variable
Deterministic Nodes for Certain Travel Attributes
Trip Distance
Continuous variable
Dummy Distance 1 (Dis1)
Discrete variable:
0 for trip distance < 8.0 miles
1 for trip distance ≥ 8.0 miles
Dummy Distance 2 (Dis2)
Discrete variable:
0 for trip distance ≥ 0.6 miles
1 for trip distance < 0.6 miles
Uncertain Nodes for Uncertain Travel Attributes
Car Travel Time (TTCar )
Continuous variable (minutes)
Transit Travel Time (TTTran )
Continuous variable (minutes)
Walk and Bike Travel Time (TTWB ) Continuous variable (minutes)
Car Travel Cost (TCCar )
Continuous variable (US dollar)
Transit Travel Cost (TCTran )
Continuous variable (US dollar)
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number of bikes, trip distance, travel time and cost, as summarized in Table 1. Generally,
the level-of-services variables for diﬀerent modes (e.g., travel times and travel costs) are
the essential variables in travel choice analyses and social-demographical variables help
one to discover the heterogeneities in travelers’ preferences [6-14]. Two binary distance
variables “Dis1” and “Dis2” are created: if the trip distance is over 8.0 miles, “Dis1”
is true; if the trip distance is below 0.6 miles, “Dis2” is true. We use these two binary
distance variables to examine whether there is a preference to transit when trip distance is
over 8.0 miles, or preference to walk/bike when trip distance is within 0.6 miles. Trips that
have access to transit within TPB modeled area are used for modeling (61,615 records).
In order to study the generalization performance of the ID model, the sample is randomly
divided into two parts: 60 percent of the data for training (36,969 records) and 40 percent
of the data for testing (24,646 records).
3.2. Inference diagram mode choice model. The structure of this ID model is shown
in Figure 3. The values of “Dis”, “Dis1”, “Dis2”, “Income”, “NHV”, and “NHB” are available before the decision so that the corresponding nodes are deterministic nodes. Each of
these deterministic nodes has an information edge pointing to the decision node “Mode”,
which is not shown in Figure 3. The values of nodes “TT” and “TC” are uncertain, while
a traveler has subjective beliefs with respect to their conditional probability distributions.
The subjective distribution of “TT” is conditional on “Dis” and “Mode”; similarly, the
distribution of “TC” is conditional on “Dis”, “Mode”, and “TT”.

Figure 3. ID structure for mode choice
The conditional probability distributions of the uncertain nodes are estimated from the
training database of the TPB/BMC survey via probabilistic inference, and we assume
they follow linear conditional Gaussian distribution.
(
)
(x − µ)2
1
· exp −
f (x; µ, σ) = √
(6a)
2σ 2
2πσ 2
(
)
TT
TT
Pr(T Ti = jT T |Dis = jDis ) = f jT T ; θi,0
+ θi,Dis
· jDis , δiT T
(6b)
)
(
TC
TC
TC
TC
(6c)
Pr(T Ci = jT C |Dis = jDis , T T = jT T ) = f jT C ; θi,0 + θi,Dis · jDis + θi,T T · jT T , δi
where f (x; µ, σ) is the probability density function of Gaussian distribution. Equation
6(b)/6(c) indicates that the expected value of node travel time/cost is a linear sum of the
TT
TT
/θi,Dis
denotes the parameters
value the from-nodes of its conditional edges in Figure 3. θi,0
TC
,
of mean travel time for mode i, and δiT T denotes the standard deviation. Similarly, θi,0
TC
TC
TC
θi,Dis , and θi,T T denote the parameters of mean travel cost of mode i, and δi denotes
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the corresponding standard deviation. Parameters θ and δ are estimated based on the
training dataset via maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE), in which the log-likelihood
functions for travel time and travel cost are
∑
LLTi T (θ, δ) =
log (Prl (T Ti = jT T,l |Dis = jDis,l ))
(7a)
LLTi C (θ, δ) =

∑

l

log (Prl (T Ci = jT C,l |Dis = jDis,l , T T = jT T,l ))

(7b)

l

where l denotes the index for travelers.
The utility functions, which consider all the nodes that have a functional edge to node
“Utility”, are illustrated below.
U0 = αDrive + βCar · g(T TCar ) + γDrive · g(T CCar ) + ηCar · NHV + δ · Income

(8a)

U1 = αPass + βCar · g(T TCar ) + 0.5 · γPass · g(T CCar )

(8b)

U2 = αTran + βTran · g(T TTran ) + γTran · g(T CTran ) + χDis1 · Dis1

(8c)

U3 = αWB + βWB · g(T TWB ) + ηBike · NHB + χDis2 · Dis2

(8d)

g(s) = sφ
(8e)
where U0 , U1 , U2 , and U3 are the utilities under travel modes “drive”, “passenger”, “transit” and “walk and bike”, respectively; αDrive , αPass , αTran , and αWB denote the interceptions of the four modes; βCar , βWB , and βTran are the coeﬃcients for travel time of diﬀerent
modes; here we assume the travel time coeﬃcients for “Driver” and “Passenger” are the
same, and the passenger cost is half of the driving cost; γDrive , γPass , and γTran are the
coeﬃcients for travel cost; ηCar and ηBike denote the coeﬃcients of household number of
vehicles/bikes, respectively; χDis1 and χDis2 denote the coeﬃcients of the binary distance
for “transit” and “walk and bike”; δ denotes the coeﬃcient of income; g(·) is the nonlinear
transformation function deﬁned in Section 2.2. In this paper, we have attempted diﬀerent
values for risk preference modelling (i.e., φ ranges from 0.5 to 2.0). Based on the classiﬁcation accuracy with respect to diﬀerent parameters, we consider three scenarios with
φ equaling 0.8/1.0/1.2 to represent risk-seeking/risk-neutral/risk-averse travelers. Given
the formulation, the EU under diﬀerent travel modes can be calculated via Equations
5(a)-5(c), which can be summarized as
E(U
∫
∫ |Mode = i)
=
Pr (T Ti = jT T |Dis = jDis ) Pr (T Ci = jT C |Dis = jDis , T T = jT T ) Ui djT C djT T

(9)

There are 15 coeﬃcients to estimate in this ID mode choice model
A = (αDrive , αPass , αWB , αTran , βCar , βWB , βTran , γDrive , γPass , γTran , χDis1 , χDis2 , δ)
We assume the travel time coeﬃcients (β) and the travel cost coeﬃcients (γ) to range
from −10 to 0. The rest of the coeﬃcients are assumed to have a positive impact on the
utility, and range from 0 to 10. Since the range of coeﬃcients has an equal length of 10,
we used 0-1 mapping for each continuous variable to normalize all the variables in the
training data set
x − xmin
(10)
x′ =
xmax − xmin
where x is the original value in the data set, xmin and xmax are the minimal and maximal
values in the training set, and x′ is the normalized value. For the validation data set, we
still applied the same mapping for consistence. Under the domain of the coeﬃcient vector
space, we generated 10,000/2,000 of initial/inﬁll coeﬃcient vectors in the SBO process.
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4. Result Analysis. In order to make a fair comparison with traditional RU models, we
use the same nodes (variables) and the same formulation of utility functions to estimate
an MNL model. The MNL model is estimated via MLE. The MNL (also ID) utility
speciﬁcation in Equation (8) is the ﬁnal formulation after several adjustments until we
get signiﬁcant estimations in the MNL. This is because the ID framework does not have
signiﬁcant tests, so we rely on the estimation of an MLE to determine the signiﬁcant
explanatory nodes in the ID models. During the SBO process, the initial 10,000 vectors
result in the best classiﬁcation accuracy of around 67% in the three ID models; and the
inﬁll process improves the classiﬁcation accuracy to around 73%.
The estimated coeﬃcients and classiﬁcation accuracy are shown in Table 2, in which
each column represents the coeﬃcients of a speciﬁc model. In terms of classiﬁcation
accuracy, the ID models tend to perform better than the MNL model in both the training
and the test datasets. This is mostly because the SBO is seeking the coeﬃcients with
the highest classiﬁcation accuracy of the training data. With diﬀerent behavior modeling
mechanisms and psychological assumptions, there is much diﬀerence in the coeﬃcients
of the utility functions and we can explain mode choice behavior in over one way. One
reason for the diﬀerences in coeﬃcients is because the inferred travel time and cost used
in the ID models are diﬀerent from the surveyed travel time and cost used in the MNL
model. Another reason lies in the diﬀerences in the decision-making mechanism under
utility. The MNL model presents decision as a probability because the utility function
includes an error term such that:
eAi ·X
Pr(Mode = i) = 3
(11)
∑ A ·X
ii
e
ii=0

where Ai is the coeﬃcients under mode i, X is the vector of travel and social-demographical
attributes. While the ID models use a dominating rule, since the uncertainty has already
been considered in the EU function:
Mode = arg max (E(U |Mode = i))

(12)

i∈{0,1,2,3}

In order to verify the superiority of proposed ID model on classifying mode choice,
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is shown in Figure 4. Travelers that are
classiﬁed to drive (based on Equation (12)) are called positive predictions. Among the
positive predictions, the true predictions are the correct ones, while the false predictions
are the wrong ones. The ROC curve is plotted by the true positive rate against the false
positive rate, such that the closer it is to the left upper corner, the better the classiﬁcation
is. Figure 4 indicates that all the ID models are more superior in identifying a driver than
the MNL model. Moreover, the population in the survey area can be recognized as riskneutral since the dashed black (risk-neutral) curve gives the best performance.
The intercepts in an MNL model reﬂect the preferences of diﬀerent modes; while the
intercepts in an ID model are only weighting factors to improve the classiﬁcation accuracy.
Thus, the highest intercept of driving in the ID models does not necessarily mean travelers
have a preference for driving. On the contrary, the intercept has to be higher to guarantee
the classiﬁcation accuracy, since the majority of travelers in the survey chose driving. We
conclude the intercepts in MNL and ID are incomparable. We believe the results in MNL
indicate a preference in driving, which has the highest intercept. In addition, an MNL
model tends to have higher coeﬃcients in travel time and cost than the ID models; while
the coeﬃcients of social-demographical attributes are lower than the ID models. This can
be because the information loses in travel time in ID, such that the social-demographical
attributes become more important in decision-making.
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Table 2. Model results
MNL

ID 1.0
risk-neutral
1.74 (**)
1.41 (**)
0.00 (**)
1.43 (**)
−1.51 (**)
−5.41 (***)
−1.27 (*)
−4.89 (**)
−9.15 (***)
−0.46 (*)
9.84 (*)
2.21 (**)
0.23 (*)
0.34 (**)
3.02 (**)

ID 1.2
risk-averse
2.54 (**)
0.25 (**)
1.05 (**)
1.84 (**)
−1.11 (**)
−6.93 (***)
−1.39 (*)
−6.78 (**)
−7.94 (**)
−2.64 (**)
6.11 (*)
1.64 (*)
1.63 (*)
0.14 (**)
1.84 (***)

ID 0.8
risk-seeking
2.51 (**)
0.72 (**)
0.75 (**)
1.54 (**)
−2.26 (**)
−9.78 (**)
−1.02 (*)
−5.47 (***)
−8.82 (***)
−1.45 (*)
7.12 (*)
2.17 (**)
0.68 (*)
0.03 (**)
2.34 (**)

Intercept (Drive)
2.76 (**)
Intercept (Passenger)
2.53 (***)
Intercept (W & B)
0.17 (*)
Intercept (Transit)
0.00
TTCar
−2.10 (**)
TTWB
−12.4 (**)
TTTran
−2.01 (*)
TCDrive
−6.87 (***)
TCPassenger
−17.62 (**)
TCTran
−0.12 (*)
NHV
3.70 (*)
NHB
1.24 (**)
Income
0.09
Dis1
0.41 (**)
Dis2
2.56 (***)
Classiﬁcation Accuracy
65.3%
75.2%
75.0%
74.8%
of Training Data
Classiﬁcation Accuracy
62.8%
70.6%
70.5%
70.3%
of Test Data
Signiﬁcance Levels: ***0.01, **0.05, *0.1. The signiﬁcance level for the ID model is
based on the statistical tests with 200 estimations.

Figure 4. ROC curve of mode driving
Comparing MNL with ID 1.0, we ﬁnd that the driving VOTs derived from the
two models are 18.3 and 18.5 dollars per hour respectively (the VOT is calculated via
60 · βCar /γDrive ). This indicates the relative importance between travel time and travel
cost may not have a big change when both travel attributes become uncertain in the mode
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choice process (ID 1.0). We also observe some interesting ﬁndings when comparing ID
1.0 (risk-neutral) with ID 0.8 (risk-seeking) and ID 1.2 (risk-averse): in the risk-seeking
scenario, the coeﬃcient of driving travel time is larger than that in the risk-neutral scenario, while the coeﬃcient of transit travel time is smaller. This means once we assume
travelers to be risk-seeking, they tend to have higher driving VOT (24.8 dollars per hour)
than risk-neutral people; however, travelers still decide to drive because driving is risker
than the other modes. On the contrary, if we assume the population to be risk-averse,
they tend to be “driving lovers” (driving VOT is 9.8 dollars per hour), so that the majority still choose driving even though it is risky. Since it is unrealistic to assume all the
travelers to be homogeneous in the taste of risk, we can either use technics such as latent
class models to estimate diﬀerent tastes of risk among travelers.
To summarize, this case study is the beginning of using ID to model travel choice. We
simply use structure ID and linear utility functions at this stage to compare it with an
RU based MNL model. The results in terms of classiﬁcation accuracy indicate the ID
model with an SBO estimation performs better than MNL model. More work is expected
to better understand the inﬂuence of model structure under ID. For instance, we may
include more social-demographical and traﬃc attributes, try nonlinear utility functions,
use decision theorem that integrates RU and EU, or consider travel time uncertainty in
MNL.
5. Conclusions and Discussions. This paper developed an ID-based travel mode choice
model to incorporate travel time and cost uncertainty into travel decision-making process.
An ID model is integration between probability model, graphical model, and EU based
decision-making theorem. The proposed ID model estimates probabilistic dependency
relations, as travelers’ subjective beliefs, between travel time and cost and trip distance
via Bayesian probabilistic theorem. Based on the subjective conditional distributions,
travelers inference the values of travel time and cost and then make choices via the EU
theorem. SBO is used to estimate the coeﬃcients in the utility functions, which are the
linear sum of travel attributes and social-demographical attributes. Travelers’ taste of
risk is modeled via a nonlinear transfer of travel attributes.
A regional survey data was used to construct ID models with diﬀerent tastes of risk
(risk-neutral, risk-seeking and risk-averse), as well as an MNL model for comparison. The
ID models provide higher classiﬁcation accuracy than the MNL model. In risk-neutral
scenario, the relative importance between travel time and cost may not have a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence whether or not the travel attributes are uncertain. In the risk-seeking scenario,
we ﬁnd the attitude for driving is not as favorable as in a risk-neutral assumption; while
under the risk-averse assumption, we obtain opposite conclusions. Since it is unrealistic
to assume a homogeneous taste of risk among the whole population, we will consider
heterogeneous taste of risk in future research. Nonlinear utility functions will be tested
for complex correlations between traﬃc attributes and the quantiﬁed satisfaction, e.g.,
the formulation of utility functions may vary across subgroups of travelers. Moreover,
some other uncertainty-based decision theories such as prospect theory [8], regret theory
[31], and the integration between RU and EU can also be incorporated with ID models.
We will also incorporate the proposed methodology into other transportation problems,
such as pricing and channel coordination [34] and demand management [35].
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